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BRITISH FIGHTERS IN THE ARCTIC

Hurricane pilots' stories of the air war in Russia.

"When the Hurricanes are above us we need never look up."

This tribute comes from Russian bomber crews to R.A.F. pilots of Fighter

Command who were on the Northern frontier of Russia.

And it is justified, for not one Russian bomber was lost while pilots of the

British wing were escorting them.

Fifteen German aircraft were destroyed for the loss of one Hurricane.

From their aerodrome, which they shared with Russian bomber units many miles

within the Arctic Circle, the pilots of the. R.A.F. wing dealt
many

blows at the

Germans. Having done their work in Russia, they handed over their aircraft and

equipment to the Russians, and came home to fight on another front.

The Russians learned so quickly and thoroughly that many of then might have

been born with the noise of a Merlin engine in their ears.

Strange aircraft, new engines, unusual gadgets and the rest offered no serious

problems to the Soviet pilots and technicians, and today along the Russo-German

front line hundreds of British-made Hurricanes are being flown by pilots of our

Allies.

The Russians like themand they liked our pilots.

Men of the R.A.F. wing didmore than 30 escorts of daylight Russian bombers

before they returned home.

Day after day, in icy cold weather with snow rolled hard above the soil of

the aerodrome, our pilots did "readiness" duty as they did in this country during

the Battle of Britain.

Then, whenever the weather permitted flying and there were Germans to shoot

at, the Hurricanes usually came back with at least one victory.

Also, a number of German aircraft damaged by the wing may not have reached

their own bases.

Only the Germans know, for the territory over which the British wing operated

is so vast and desolate that the crew of one destroyed German bomber walked for

several days before being able to give themselves up to the Russians.

Only when a German machine was seen tohit the ground was it claimed as destroyed

Every time our wing went into action the Germans had reason to remember it. Just once

did the enemy try to raid the Anglo-Russian aerodrome in force. One afternoon they
sent over twelve bombers in formation to try to wreck the aerodrome.

The Russian warning system, however, was so efficient that our pilots had ample
notice of the attack and were able to destroy three raiders and damage nearly all the

others.

They gave the Germans such a rough handling that they never again tried to attack

the aerodrome with more than one or two aircraft at a time, and then only when clouds

offered plenty of protection.

Here is the story of one of our pilots, now home again. Hespeaks fluent Russian

and was able to obtain a first-hand picture of the Russians' war effort.
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"It was always intended," he says, "that the British wing should go only
on a short expedition to train Soviet pilots and ground crews to fly and

maintain Hurricanes.

"We took out with us the latest type of twelve-gun Hurricanes, and once we

had handed them over to the Russians they seemed to fly them day and night.

"The General in charge of the Russian Fleet Air Arm in the North was the

first to take a Hurricane up. He had everything explained to him as he sat

in the cockpit.

"A woman interpreter - a schoolmistress - translated, our words into Russian,
and, like everyone else, she was most thorough.

"To make quite sure that the General understood everything thoroughly she

made him repeat each phrase. With the tail of the aircraft jacked up, he sat
in the cockpit familiarizing himself with the controls. Next morning he

took-off, and after a circuit he made a perfect landing.

"Once we had taught a few of the Russian pilots to fly, they in turn became

instructors to their countrymen, and in a surprisingly short time they were

most efficient.

"Meanwhile our ground experts were teaching their opposite numbers about

engine maintenance, radio equipment and so on.

"At least one of the Russian engineers obtained 98 out of 100 marks at an

examination on the maintenance of the type of Merlin engine fitted to these

Hurricanes.

"You have to hand it to these people. They certainly do learn fast.

"Almost the very day the wing became operational in Russia our pilots destroyed

three Huns and probably destroyed another.

"A few days later - the next day of good flying weather - we had more victories,
and when the Russians saw we were there to kill Germans as well as to pass on our

knowledge of the Hurricane, nothing was too, much for them to do for us.

"I am afraid that when we were approaching our Russian aerodrome some of us

expected to see a few mud huts in the midst of a swamp. Instead, we lived in

brick-built, properly furnished and heated buildings.

"The Russian ideas on aerodrome dispersal are at least as advanced as ours

and their camouflage systems are superb.

"The command post, in which Wing Commander Isherwood, our C.
O.,

had to spend

a good deal of his time, contained a bomb-proof operations room to which warnings

of approaching enemy aircraft came with surprising speed.

"The Russian Observer Corps is most efficient, and so are the anti-aircraft

defences.

"We were also told - and I see no reason to disbelieve it - that the

anti-aircraft defences of Moscow are in a belt several miles in thickness. That

probably explains why so few Huns have ever reached the city.

"Our boys sometimes did four bomber escorts in a day, September 26 was a

typical day. Two flights of one of our squadrons took off with fast Soviet

dive-bombers and a flight of heavy bombers. The sky above the vast aerodrome

seemed full of aeroplanes. They were all back in an hour without loss.

"One flight of our squadron was jumped on by six ME 109s. The Hurricanes

turned on the Huns, and, picking out their targets, sent three Messerschmitts

into the ground.

"Our aircraft had not even a single bullet-hole in them, and the Soviet bombers

were able to do their job unmolested. The Russian General telephoned a message of

thanks. On another bomber escort next morning our boys shot down two more German

aircraft before lunch time.

"Later on, by the way, the sun could just be detected below the horizon as we

went to lunch. There was scarcely any real daylight, but the coldest temperature

we recorded was five degrees above zero.

"On the whole, the food was extremely good. My first breakfast at our

aerodrome was of steak, champagne and brandy. Afterwards we had more normal

meals, and there was always plenty of good butter, ham, smoked salmon and

splendid soups.

"While we are naturally happy to return home, many of us were sorry to leave

Russia, and I, for one, have returned home feeling very confident of the part

Russia is playing in this war."
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